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Cayron 200 mounted reversible plough

With the in-house development of a plough, AMAZONE proves its strength of
innovation as well as continuing a 150 year history of plough production at the
company Rud. Sack and BBG Leipzig. In 2013, plough production has returned to
Leipzig as AMAZONE supplement their soil tillage machinery programme with
the newly developed Cayron reversible plough.

Cayron 200
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150 years of agricultural technology
from Leipzig

1863 – 2013 from Rud. Sack to AMAZONE

In about 1850, farmer’s son Christian Rudolph Sack
dedicated his spare time, after having done a hard day’s
work in the fields, to his studies. He was going to build
a plough in order, as he writes, “to plough with minimum traction power as deep, as well and as wide as
possible. A plough which will properly crumble the soil
and to move the deepest layers to the surface.” His idea
sought to revolutionise the agricultural machinery world
with his development of a gallows plough in which,
except for the wheels, had all parts made from iron. It
was called the “Löbener Plough”.
Finally, in 1863, Rudolph Sack gave up his parent’s farm in
order to found the Rud. Sack factory in Leipzig-Plagwitz.
By 1904, the company Rud. Sack KG had already built
one million ploughs and, in 1911, the two million level
was reached.
After the 2nd World War, at the time of the German
Democratic Republic (GDR), the new company name
was “Leipziger Bodenbearbeitungsgerätefabrik, VEB,
vormals Rud. Sack” (BBG). Even under public ownership,
the BBG factory, amongst many other products, continued to develop and sell ploughs very successfully.
After the reunification in 1989, BBG was transferred under
the administration of the Treuhand. Finally, in 1998, the
factory became a subsidiary of the AMAZONE Group. The
BBG plough programme, however, which consisted just
of conventional ploughs, was no longer manufactured.
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Cayron 200 – mounted reversible plough
The Cayron 200 mounted reversible plough is available
in 5 and 6 furrows for tractors of up to 240 HP.
On the Cayron 200, the furrow width is adjustable in
three steps – 40 cm, 45 cm and 50 cm. The Cayron 200 V
is equipped, as standard, with hydraulic furrow width
adjustment. The furrow width is infinitely variably

Top benefits of the
Cayron 200 mounted reversible plough
The over-dimensioned turnover mechanism is designed
around a 130 mm diameter hollow shaft with high-quality
taper roller bearings
Bolted beam design with highest material quality for
excellent dimensional accuracy and durability
No movement in the body bearings during the turnover
procedure
Robust rectangular profile beam with dimensions of
200 x 120 x 8.8 mm which offers the highest torsional
stiffness to ensure an even working depth
Standard on the Cayron 200 V: automatic matching
of the front furrow width when changing the working
width
Sprung-suspended tractor cross shaft with integrated
link balls for an active swing dampening and simple
hitch up
Combined depth wheel attached to the side of the beam
makes for an easy conversion from work into the transport position

adjustable from 30 to 55 cm offering the flexibly needed
for different working conditions. On the Cayron 200 V, the
hydraulic adjustment of the front furrow width comes as
standard as well.
The Cayron 200 and the Cayron 200 V are equipped with
a double-action shear bolt protection system.

The benefits at a glance
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High-quality design

Robust headstock
The headstock is equipped with a one-piece sprung cross
shaft which provides a very good damping function and so
clearly reduces the strain on the lift linkage of the tractor.
This is enabled by two pivoting bearings located on the
right and left hand side of the cross shaft which safely
absorb any shocks.
The turnover mechanism is designed around a 130 mm
diameter hollow shaft equipped with two equally large,
high-quality, robust taper roller bearings. These are sealed
against dirt ingress and can be lubricated to ensure a high
longevity. Thanks to the hollow shaft, the hydraulic hoses
can be neatly routed through the tube, ensuring a damagefree turn over procedure.
Shock absorbance
Sprung tractor cross shaft with high-grade pivoting bearings

Large body to body clearance
The body to body clearance of 100 cm, in combination
with a beam height of 83 cm and the smooth surface of
the over-dimensioned main beam, guarantees maximum
passage.

The over-dimensioned bearings of the linkage system are
equipped with particularly high-quality components and the
attachment of the plough bodies onto the beam is carried out
without any movement due to the exclusive formed parts.
Body to body clearance 100 cm

Frame height 83 cm

Technology | Settings/C-Blade plough body
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C-Blade – the special plough body
The new AMAZONE Cayron plough will be introduced at
Agritechnica 2013 with a plough body that has been 100 %
developed by AMAZONE.
One of the characteristics of the C-Blade generation
body, seen here, for example, with the U 40 universal
mouldboard, is the front shin which has been substantially enlarged. With increased ploughing speeds, the
wear point is shifted towards the mouldboard and this

new shin design in front of the mouldboard entirely
covers the wear area reducing the running costs.
In addition, one other detail has made a huge effect.
The wing is designed in such a way that the point
covers the wing. The joint is located safely under the
point, thus preventing objects, such as, for example,
baler twine from becoming trapped in the seams
between the wing and the point.

Shin with large wear area

Especially good coverage
of wing by the point

Tail piece

Mouldboard

Wing

Point

Operator-friendly down to the last detail
One other technical peculiarity is the over-dimensioned,
13.0/55-16 cm combined support and transport wheel.
Attached to the side of the plough, it enables fields to be
ploughed out right up to the border. The thought-through

An especially comfortable
conversion from work into the
transport position by folding
round the wheel arm

design allows the very comfortable conversion from field
to the road transport position. Just one pin is relocated and
safe road travel is ensured.
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Technical data: Cayron 200 and Cayron 200 V mounted reversible plough
5 furrow plough

6 furrow plough

Cayron 200

Cayron 200 V

Cayron 200

Cayron 200 V

Working width adjustment

Stepped

Hydraulic

Stepped

Hydraulic

Working width per body (cm)

40, 45, 50

30 – 55

40, 45, 50

30 – 55

Operational speed (km/h)

4–9

Transport speed (km/h)

25

Frame height (cm)

83

Body to body distance (cm)

100

Tractor power up to (HP)

240

Transport length approx. (m)

5.70

Transport width with combination wheel approx. (m)

6.70
1.95

Illustrations, content and technical data are not binding!
Machine illustrations can vary due to country-specific traffic legislation.
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